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PHSHGEc02T/PHSGCORO2T-PHYSICS (GE2/DSC2) 

Full Marks: 40 Time Allotted: 2 Hours 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 
Cundidates should answer in their own words and udhere to the word limit as practieable 

All symbols are of usual significance. 

Question No. 1 is compulsory and answer any two from the rest 

2 10 20 Answer any ten questions from the following:

(a) Determine the constant a so that the vector lield. 

F=(2x+31) + (3-2:) + (v+ d: )h becomes olenoidal 

(b) Find, using vector algebra. the area of the triangle whose vertices are (3, - 1. 2), 

B(1. -1. -3) and C(4. -3. 1). 

C$ TSofcos TRGT, A(3. -1. 2), B(1. - I. - 3) aR C(4, -3. 1) afaf2 

(c) State Gauss's theorem of electrostatics. 

(d) Define capacity of a capacitor. 

(e) State Thevenin's theorem for a linear network. 

()What do you mean by an equipotential surtace' How do the equipotential 

surfaces look like for a point charge? 

(g) Detfine electrostatie potential at a point. Is it a scalar or a vector quantity'? 

(h) Write the relation between maynetie permeability and magnetic susceptibility. 
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() Define ampere in terms of the force between two long straight and parallel 

current carrying conductors. 

() Expla in the phy sical signilicance of the gradient ofa scalar. 

(k) What is Lorennz force? 

(D Detine the coefficient of mutual inductance between two conducting coils. 

(m) Explain the physical significance of the equation B = 0 where B is the 

magnetic field. 

(n) Define Poynting vector in an electromagnet ic field. 

2. (a) Show that F = (2.1+")i + (x*)j+ (3r-)k is a conservative vector field. 

PRIS , F = (2xy + -3i +(x*)j +(3x=* )k 9PG FRT (SFA CFE 
3+2 (b) Calculate electric field E at the point (3. 1.2) for a given potential, 

Px. y.:) = 5x-3y+ 

Calculate the work done in taking a unit positive charge in this field from this 

point down to the origin. 

plx, y,z) = Sx-3y + z A9 (3, 1, 2) TyeT Ë M s 

(c) When does a moving charged particle not experience any force while moving in a 
uniform magnet ic field? Justify your answer. 

3. (a) Using Ampere's circuital law, find the magnetic field due to a long. narrow, 
straight conducting wire that carries a current / through it. Plot the variat ion of the 
magnitude of the field with the distance measured from the wire. 

2+1 

(b) Find the magnitude of the magnetic field at the point (1, 1, 1) due to a vector 3+1 

potential A = -yî + xj). What will be the force acting on a charged particle 

moving on the x-y plane in this magnetic field? 
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(c) Obtain the frequeney for which tlhe impedance will be minimum for a series LCR 

circuit w ith 2.0 11. C'= 32 10°T andR 102. 
2.0 . 32 10"T 9 R 10 Q FA2 4a16 a 7ra CR 4617 A 

C1 (impedance) ( dt 1of1 pta 

4 (a) M rite donn in diflerent ial lorn the Maxwell s cquation related to 

electromagnetie nduction. 

(b) A circular coil of 50 turns and of an area 50 cm is placed normal to a magnetic 

ield of l00 oersted. If the coil be removed from the field in 1/20 second. w hat 

ill be the induced e.m.f. of the coil? 

50 i 50 cm CaaE 9T TOTR F$ 9 100 9 57 

(C) Calculate the energy stored per unit volume of a parallel plate capacitor having a 

surface charge density a on each plate. 

21 5. (a) Mrite down the equation of continuity of current electric ity. Name the 

conservation prine iple trom which it tollows. 

3 (b) Define magnetic susceptibility. How do you cassily diamagnetic. paramagnetic 
and ferromagnetic substances on the basis of maynetic susceptibility?

(c) Show. using Gauss's divergence theorem, that || ds = 3V, where V is the 

S 

volume enclosed by the closed surface S. 

I-97 5F-ds = 3 

A.B.Students uve to complete submission of their Answer Seripts through E-mail W'hatsupp 

Io their oWn respecure colleges on the sanie du dte of eramination withinn I hour after end ot 

eNum niversi ollege tlthoriuIes will not be held responsible for WrOng suhnisston (ul n 

proper address) Studenis ure slrongl ahised nol to stuhnul multuple copies of ih smie dN&T 

sCTIpl 
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